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BOOK REVIEW
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PROCL.,1IMING THB NBW TBSTAMBNT:
THB GOSPBL OP JOHN. By Ronald A.
Ward. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book
House, 1961. 139 pases. Cloth. $2.50.
In theory this book, prepared by a BritishCanadian evangelical, is exactly the sort of
help that a preacher should use. Each of the
chapters of the Gospel According to St. John
getS comment concerning the historical setting, the expository meanins, the doctrinal
Yalue, the practical aim, and the homiletical
form. Under "aim" Ward frequently describes process rather than objective; the
homiletical form frequently allows the buic
objective for the hearer to be overlaid with
a view back to the text. This does not take
away from the many interesting exegetical
and practical insights of the volume, which
is in a series edited by Ralph G. Turnbull.
RIQIARD R. CABMMllllER

THB BA7TLB POR THB SOUL: ASPBcrs
OP RBLIGIOUS CONVBRSION. By
Owen Brandon. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press. 1959. vii and 94 pases, plus
bibliography. Paper. $1.25.
Brandon sea conversion u a psychological
pbeoornenoo either aided or hindered by various faaon in the mental, emotional, physical,
social, and psychological experiences of the
subject. "Conversion." he says, "implies an
action perfmmed by the subject, not an operation performed on him." (P.17)
Brandon writes
specific
with.reference
to
mus evangelistic compaips with their atteo•
dant "follow-up" procedures. He recopizes
but assens thar they
Yalues in IUCh
are genenlly desiped to move those already
"in" the chwch 10 a greater or lesser degree

of commitment. The real and lasting value of
such campaigns, Brandon believes, is in the
"follow-up" and the later pastoral care of the
convert.
On one important issue Brandon fails to
reconcile two divergent views. On page 67,
deploring the preaching of sin and the Law,
he states: "We often fail to win men just because we suggest to them their badness rather
than their BOOdness." But on page 43 he has
observed: 'This emphasis-on sin, 111onemn1, 11ntl 1h• StnJiottrhootl o/ Chrisl- is
noted time and time apin by subjects in describing the kind of preaching and teaching
which led directly to their conversion" ( italia
original).
A Lutheran would say that while Brandon
in his introduction had indicated his desire to
report the "observable phenomena" in .religious conversions, he has in reality discussed
postcooversioo sanctification in the narrower
sense. When he states in his "Posucript" that
"this is not intended to be in any sense a definitive work" (p. 92), this reviewer tends to
agree with him. Save your money.
ENNO Kl.AMMER

SBRMON ourUNBS ON WOMBN OP
THB BIBLB, by Faris D. Whitesell.
SBRMON ourUNBS ON PAVOIUI'B
BIBLB CHAPTBRS, by Paris D. Whitesell SBRMON ourUNBS ON ROMANS, by Michael Daves. Watwood,
N. J.: Fleming H. Revell. 1961. 64 pqes
each. Paper. $1.00 each.
Whitesell'• women
volume on
of the Bible
gives outlines for sermons on 24 c:harac:ten
from the Old Testament, 25 from the New;
some
ingenious
are
in form; the evangelical
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accent is missing at times. The "Favorite
Chapters" compilation bu 58 units, nine
from St. John; the method is interesting, but
unified goal and evangelical accent are often
sacrificc:d to format. Most of the outlines on
Romans, 59 in number, are to very short
texts; the ttcatment is at times capricious,
for example, to Rom. 12:3: "God became
man in Jesus Christ . • • by this mighty act,
God showed His faith in man."
RICHARD R. CABMMBllBI.

WHAT YOUTH ARB THINKING: INSIGHTS PROM LUTHERAN YOUTH
RBSBA.RCH. By W. Gordon Smedsrud.
Minneapolis, Minn.: Augsburg Publishing
House, 1960. 65 pages. Paper. 50 cents.
This booklet rcpons on a study originated
by youth directors of the American, Evangelical and United Evangelical Lutheran
Churches and of the Lutheran Pree Church.
(The Augusrana Luther League and the Walther League joined in the program later,
though their congregations were not surveyed.
A similar study was made later in The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.)
The findings arc not novel - that many
Lutheran young people don't know much
about their church's doctrine, that they are
concerned about friendships, that they are materialistic, that they are puzzled about sex,
that they disagree with adults on what each
generation feels is the bigest problem of
youth, and so on.
Yet all pastors and counselors of youth
should know this study. For even if the youth
in some parishes are atypical in cerrain respects, the insights gained from Lutheran
Youth Research give helpful dues to those
areas about which ,,,.,,, Lutheran young
people •• concerned.
Some .readers of this volume may feel that
"the church" receives too much of the proportionate blame for the inadequate help adolescents are receiving in meeting
solving
and
their problems.
DoNALD L DBPPNllll
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RBVBLATION: THB LAST BOOK OP THB
BIBLE. By Luther Poellot. St. Louis, Mo.:
Concordia Publishing House, 1962. xi and
314 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
This commentary is the fruit of a parish
pastor's reflection and teaching over many
years. As one would expect, it reflects a
warm pastoral concern for clarity, for cdifica.
tion, and for showing the congruence of this
book with the rest of Biblical re9elation. In
all of these areas the book succeeds admirably
and is to be commended.
Nevertheless, "I have some small things
against thee," as the Apocalypse puts it in
2: 14. First, the style is frequently too diffuse,
probably the result of original oral presentation. Second, some of the major commentators, such u Zahn, Bousset, Hadorn, Lohmeyer, etc., were not consulted. They should
at least be listed in the bibliography, which
contains other works in German. Third, the
author never mentions the literary genre
"apocalyptic" and never cites intertestamental
Jewish literature. As a result the book's literary form is never dearly discussed, even
though Rev. 1: 1 calls it apocalyptic. The use
of intertesramental literature would have supported some of the author's interpretations
(e.g., the correct but undocumented view of
the 1,000 years in Rev. 20) and perhaps
changed others.
But then, these may all be somewhat
"bookish" complaints. There is little doubt
that this commentary will be appreciated by
our laity- and by more than one pastor too.
.EDGAll KlUINIZ

SBRMON OUTUNBS PROM SBRMON
MASTERS- OW TBSTAM.BNT. By
Ian Macpherson. New York: Abingdon
Press, 1962. 223 pqa plus indexes.
Cloth. $3.00.
A companion to an earlier volume on
New Tesrament texts, this small book brinp
550 "sermon plans" on Old Testament tezts.
The plans are major divisions, sometimes
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with an introductory preface. Many of the the history of dogma and rheology should
plans are transcribed from published sermons have a more far-reaching effect on modern
of other authon; the largest single number dogmatics, and that dogmatics should be
is from W. L Watkinson. The author pro- a rheology both of essence and existence.
vides an interesting preface on the scope of
The chapter on the development of doca useful plan to a sermon. The chief defi- trine will inreresr Lutherans. Here Rabner
ciency with plans in this and many similar assumes a more rradirional position, insisting
volumes is that the outline is a device by that development is nor an abandonment of
secrionto
and an earlier point of view, nor is it progress,
which the preacher proposes
manage his material, for his own sake; bur rather the same truth appropriated to
whereas the outline should be a piece of a new age, a change within identity. As this
cnsineering by which the hearer confronts reviewer sees it, the weakness and danger of
God's goal for his faith or behavior, the this position, which seems rather conservasin which besets him, and the life-giving act tive on the surface, is to fall into the aberof God in redeeming him through Jesus ration of making the original experience of
Christ. Sometimes
is norit
the outline, bur
whichfaith a mere matter of fitl•s impliei111.
the test
is at fault in providing the
The most important and original chapter
necessary .resource. The preacher who is is the one entitled 'Theos in the New Testa•
uying to enlarge his facility in outlining will mcnt." The chapter begins with a frank
enjoy working through these plans.
admission of the Christian II prioris in studying the idea of God in the New Testament,
RICHARD R. CABMMBllBR
namely, faith in a personal, transcendent, and
THBOWGICA.L INVBSTIGA.TIONS
triune God of grace. Thus, Rabner holds,
(Sehri/ln ur Th•ologi•), Vol. I. By Karl we begin with a revelation which sheds light
Rabner; ttanslated by Cornelius Ernst. upon us. And if there is a similarity between
Baltimore: Helicon Press, 1961. :o:ii and an clement in Christianity and paganism
382 pqes. Ooth. $10.9S.
which can be traced empirically, this only
Rabner is one of the leading and most shows that theCatholic
theologians
living God,
who has revealed
of Himself in Christ,work
provocative Roman
is ateven outside
our day. ID the present wlume
addresses
he
the sphere of saving history. For this one
himself to a number of disconnected themes God sensitive
can be known
within by
his the
de- light of reason.
which have bemme
The author then proceeds to consider the
nomination,
such u monogenism, nature and uniqueness of God in the New Tescament,
grace, the immaculate conception of the in terms of the uniqueness of God as the
Virgin and her usumpdon. His discussions Father of Jesus Christ. In this sense monoare often more suggestive than conclusive; theism is a matter of /itl•s lli11in11. The broad
his arsuments. while imagin•~ive, are often discussion of God u Person is a masterful,
UDCODvincing because of their speculative systematic presentation of the Biblical dara.
Rabner is convinced that 6 it16; in the New
nature.
ID the fine chapter Rabner frankly ap- Tcswnent always ng,,iJ;.s not the Trinity
prailes pttteDt Roman Catholic dogmatic bur the father. It does not merely "stand for''
worb and lists suggestions for new subjects the father. Other divine terms are ,ued
of discussion. He is highly aidcal of the for the Son and the Holy Spirit. Thus he
u opposed to the
amenea of Roman Catholic dogmatic tbe- adopts the Greek
oloay during the put 200 yean: nothing Latin scholastic view.
The discussion of Christology introduces
new, he usens, hu been laken up except
Marioloay. Rahner's desire is that studies in some questions which seem impossible or
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unnecessary the
to answer.
same time
At he
dose to the concerns of one who
would be faithful to llll the Biblical daca on
Christ's person;
approaches
thus he
the Lutheran position conccrnins the communion
of natures, a conclusion which has not always
been so carefully and fully worked out by
other Roman Catholic thcolosians.
RODBRT D. Pllnus

113

of the phenomena, while undeniably suggestive at many points, is somewhat defensive
and highly doarinaire; it is likely to command concurrence in approximate proportion to the extent that the reader shares
La Barre's wumptions.
ARmua CARL PJBPKOllN

THE HOLY BIBLE, REVISED STANDARD
VERSE Rl!PERBNCB
VERSION:
BDITION - HOLMAN STUDY BIBLB.
Philadelphia: A. J. Holman Company,
1962. 1,224 and 191 pages. Cotb, $8.95;
Black Persian Grain Leather, $16.00.
Introductory paragraphs for each book of
the Bible and five essays ataim
the end
to
make the text of the Revised Scandard Version, as corrected in 1959, more useful to lay
Bible students. Unfortunately, the treatment
of some complex historical problems, notably
in connection with books like Job, Song of
Songs, Ephesians, and the Pastoral Epistles,
is greatly oversimplified; in contr11t, the discussion of 2 Peter, F. F. Bruce's essay on
"New Light from the Dead Sea Scrolls," is
a model of informed compactness.
FJUIDBB.JCIC W. OANICD

THEY SHALL TA.KB UP SERPENTS: PSYCHOLOGY OP THB SOUTHERN
SNAKE-HANDUNG CULT. By Weston
La Barre. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, c. 1962. 208 pages, plus
8 full-page plates. Cloth. $3. 75.
La Barre i1 a Duke University anthropoloBist who made a previous foray into the
world of relisious sectarianism with his book
The P11yoto Ct1ll. The present work is a
thoroush inquiry into the practice of certain
southern Holiness and Pentecostal preachers
of bandlins venomous snakes in their services. This practice, widespread since the
forties, La Barre traces back to the first decade
of this century. He discusses his subject
from the scientific - that is, from the anthropological, psychological, and psychiatric PSYCHIATRY .AND THB CHRISTIAN.
- angle rather than from the religious point
By J. Dominian. New York: Hawthorn
of view, for which he would probably not
Books, 1962. 138 pages. Qotb. $3.50.
plead special qualifications. Roughly 50 pages
This is Volume 93 of the Twentieth Cenare devoted to the history of the cult, 60
tury Encyclopedia of Catholicism. The aupases to the symbolism, the rest of the book
thor ii a Marin- and Jesuit-trained psychiato a detailed analysis of cult leaders and
trist. He provides a succinct but dear decult members. The phenomenological de- scription of the various forms of mental illscription in the first and last sections is ex- ness. An equally useful reference work written
tremely useful and sound ( although one for the clergyman is not euy to find. The
might question if the Church of Goel 1110\'Cdeal with the relarioa•bip
chaptersdosing
ment taken over by A. J. TomliDIOn in 1896 between the psychiatrist and priest and the
[!] is correctly described on page 32 u "an concept of responsibility.
obscure
thesea")
excellent
, andphotographs
ICBNNJml H. B•BINBID
a dramatic note of realism to the account.
.A GUIDB TO BIBUCAL PR.B.ACHING. By
The section on symbolism brings together •
Cbalmer E. Faw. Nashville, Tenn.: Broadgreat deal of information of varying releman
Press. 1962. 198 pp. Cotb. S3.50.
vance about snake cults and snake symbolism
A
professor
of Biblical smclies at BetbanJ
put and present. The scientific interpretation
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Biblical Seminary (Church of the Brethren), politia, or of cconotnia, or of thought. Mn.
Chicago, here puts together a host of prac- Lattin's translations read very smoothly. The
she appends to each letter are
edimrial notes
tical demonstrations of how to make the
Bible basic to sermons. In bis view the heart models of succinctness, clarity, and scholarCARL S. MEYER
of preaching from the Bible is the dfort t0 ship.
help the hearer live before God. He secs
preaching values in larger contexts of Scrip- THB NBW TBSTAMBNT OCTAPL.A:
BIGHT BNGLISH VERSIONS OP THB
Nre, whole books, portions of books, paraNBW TBSTII.MBNT IN THB TYND.ALB
graphs, sentences, and "Biblical 11tomL" He
- KING J,AAfBS TRII.DITION. By Ludescribes the personal routines of the preacher
ther A. Weigle. New York: Thomas Nelessential for developins skill with the Bible
son and Sons, 1962. xvi and 1489 pages,
and mamration of sermon thoughts. He
plus 8 plates. Coth. $20.00.
offen a method of testing one's own preachins output. Particularly for the preacher
When one opens this sturdily bound volwho will supplement the volume with the ume, eight equal squares of text reveal in a
conscientious effort to preach Law and Gospel moment the literary genes inherited by the
in all his sermons, the book will be helpful. Revised Standard Venion from seven of its
It has no index.
ancesmrs.
llICHAllD R. CABMMl!R.BR
William Tyndale's New Testament was
first published in 1525. The text of the corTHB 1.EITBRS OP GBRBBRT wrrH HIS
rected edition published in 1535 earns the
PAPAL PRIVILBGBS .AS SYLVBSTBR
place of honor in this eightfold presentation,
II. Translated by Harriet Pratt Lattin.
11nd a comparison with its successors shows
New York: Columbia University Press,
pases.
how well its phrasing has worn for five cenx
1961. and 412
aotb. s1.5o.
turies. Tyndale's rendering of Eph. 4: 11, 12,
"What possible sale can such a book for inst11nce, reveals his almost uncanny
have?" a nonhistorian friend of this reviewer divination of the meaning of the Biblical
asked u he picked up a copy of Mn. Lattin's text and represenrs a sample of the abiding
translations of Gcrbert"s letters. The answer value of his translation for tod:ay"s expositor:
could not be in terms of a best-seller. Col- '"And the very same (viz., Jesus) made some
leae, university, and the laraer public libraries Apostles, some Prophetes, some Evangelistes,
will (or ousht to) purchase it because they some Shepherdes, and some Te:achen: that
have a standiq order with Columbia Uni- the saynctes myght have all thinges necessarie
venity Press for any volume published in the to worke and minister with all, to the edifyRuortls of Ci11iliulio• series, of which this iqe of the body of Christ." None of his
is Vol LX. Theological seminaries will pur- successors, includiq the Revised Standard
intelligent simpl
of
chue it because it deals with one of the most Version, captures the
interestiq and influential personages of the his treatment of verse 11.
Middle Ases, important not so much because
Miles Coverdale utilized Tyndale, the
he was Sylvester II but because he wu Ger- Vulpte, and
other
in the first
translations
bert of Aurillac. Scholar and teacher, church- printed English translation of the entire
man and politician, his life bracketed the year Bible, which appeared in 1535. In 1537
John Rogers blended approximately two parts
A.D. 1000 (surely an
rememeasy date to
and one part Coverdale in what is
ber! ) . He introduced elementsTyndale
of Arabic
learniq into Latin culture. His letters will now known u the Matthew's Bible. He failed
fascinate the stUdent of mathematics, or of to attain the lonaevitv he sought under the
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aliu Thomas Matthew, for on Peb. 4, 1555, the latter the relative clause is simply an
like his predecessor William Tyndale, be expansion of the name Father, whereas the
traded his "ashes for beauty." A revision
of Version
more clearly indicates that
Geneva
his work, published in April 1539 and it is no light matter to address the Judge of
known Great
u the
Bible, became the first the earth u Father. Again, in John 4:27 the
English Bible "apoynted to the use of the Geneva Version
secondrecognizes
text
the absence of the
in the Oc111pl11 article in the phrase, "he talketh with a
churches." The
reproduces the corrected edition published in woman," which the Bishops' Bible renden
1540. Archbishop Cranmer's preface to this "he talked with the woman," following
edition did not meet the fate of most ex- Tyndale and echoed by the King James
amples of that literary genre. It was read. Venion.
(And he too died :at the stake.)
Lest the inftuence of the Rheims New
Bible, published in 1560, Testament of 1582 on the King James VerGenevaThe
trumpeted strong notes of Calvinism and sion be underestimated, the Oc111p/11 prints
showed itself more effective in winning the its tc:xt in the fifth position. For details on
affection of the man in the pub than the the dependence of the King James Version
Gre:at Bible with its limited appeal had done. on the Rheims venion sec Hugh Pope's
The revisen of Tyndale's New Testament 1!11glish V• rsions of th• Bibi• (revised edireceived help from Beza's Latin version and tion by Sebastian Bullough, St. Louis, 1952,
introduced into the Geneva Bible Robert pp. 315-317). The helpfulness of this parEstiennc's verse divisions of 1551, used for ticular version can be sc:en in 1 Peter 4: 19.
the first time in an English Bible in William The Octap/11 reveals that the previous four
Whittingbam's interim edition of 1557. Thesecond
versions do not render the xat Rheims is the
Oc111pl11 prints the
edition of 1562.
first to caprure the point with 'Therefore they
Competition between the Great Bible, also that suffer aa:ording to the wil of God."
Tyndale.
the Revised Standard Version reendorsed by churchmen, and the popular Strangely,
verts
to
Geneva Bible prompted
Queen Elizabeth to
The text of the Kins James Version is that
encourage a revision of the Great Bible.
Known u the Bishops' Bible, this version was of the critical edition published in 1873, Th•
presented to Queen Elizabeth on Sept. 22, C11mbritlg• P•11gr11ph Bibi• of 1h• .11.#thor1568. The Oc111p/11 prints the text of the iz•tl Vff'sio11. In seventh and eighth positions
revision of 1572 u printed in the edition of follow the Revised Version of 1881 in its
1602. Prejudice qainst the Geneva Version American edition of 1901, and the subsereveals itself in the refusal of the revisers to quent revision of this American Standard
utilize many of the improvements introduced Version known u the Revised Standard Verby the Geneva Version. To cite but two sion of 1946, which appears in the OClllf,111
examples, in 1 Peter 1: 17 the Calvinists in its corrected form u of 1960. Revised
Version
impiovements
Nothing
demonstrates more conclusively
express corttedy the sensitive syntactical rela- Standard
made
the
tionship of KUdoa: "And if ye call him the vast
in the direction of intelligiFather, which without respect of persone
judgeth aa:ording to everie mans worke, bility than this juxtaposition of English verpuse the time of your dwelling here in sions old and new. At the same time, the
conRevised Standard Version's substantial
The Bishops' Bible begins the passage: "And if so be that yee call on the servatism, in the erymolo&ical sense of tbe
Father, which without respect of person word, is plainly apparent.
FRBl>BRICX W. DANER
judgeth aa:ording to every mans worke." In
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PATBRNAUSM AND THB CHURCH. By
Michael Hollis. New York: Oxford UDivenity Press, 1962. 107 pages. Ooth.
$1.55.
In his quiet way Hollis (until recently
Bishop of Madras in the Church of South
India) has written a book with few pases
and many chapters, 18 to be exact. He manages in nearly every one to make the reader
be he missionary, board secretary or
wince,
member, national pastor, member of the receiviq church or the sending church.
The modern Christian overseas mission cut
its teeth on India, and many of the juvenile
indentations still show. In some places one wishes their number were higher - the
church has profited from the Indian experience. In all too many, paternalism is still
the order of the day.
Hollis makes it abundantly clear that there
is DO chance of a Christian India if churches
overseas continue to feel that their giving of
money to the Indian Church gives them the
right to control the life and the policies of
that church. "Either the churches of Asia
must be responsible under God for their own
lives or they will perish" ( p. 24). The
Christian of India and the West will disregard those words only at great peril to the
Indian Church. Hollis' chapter on "Finance
or Power" should
every
be
penitently
read
at

His observations on "Greatness in the New
Testament" will distress Christians in East
and West by remindiq them of the worldapiq fashion in which we have frequently
substituted administrative position for ministeriq service u a measure of 111a:ess.
Hollis, himself an Anglican, plainly bolds
DO brief for the traditional position of bis
church on the apostolic succession. He makes
it clear that the ordainer is Godawarded
Himself and
absent
officeholder representiq
not an ecclesiastical
an
God. To the discomfort of such
btetbn:n in bis communion who may still be

dubious about the far-reachins concessions on
such points in the current talks between Lutherans and the Church of South India, Hollis
recalls: '"For many years all Aqlicm work
in South India was carried out through Lutherans, none of thetn ordained by bishops
within the historic succession" (p. 47).
Anyone interested in the funaion and
form of church and ministry can peruse this
book with profit. Stimulated by Roland
Allen, though nor entirely agreeing with him,
Hollis comes out for Biblical functions of
the church rather than for predetermined
patterns. He contends for the church's freedom to adopt such forms as will enable it
to carry out its New Testament funaions in
our times.
Hollis is concerned about the growing influence in the hands of board secretaries as
well as the problems created by former missionary board members who have not been
abroad for many years.
He declares that the church must become
more aware that "God's redeeming work in
Christ is concerned with the whole of man,
body and mind no less than soul, with the
whole of human life and with the whole
universe." But it would appear that be might
have done more by way of drawing practical
inferences. He fails t0 explain the relation
between this position and his warning against
the church conduaing industrial missions for
the benefit of Christians.
This is a study which will be disturbiq
mission circles for years to come.
WILLIAM J. DANKBll

PHIWSOPHY AND RBUGION IN
COWNUL AMBRICA. By Claude M.
Newlin.
New York:
Philosophical
Library, 1962. ix and 212 pages. Ooth.
$4.75.
was
Michigan State University's Newlin
the 1961 Philosophical Library prize
in philosophy for this study on the mind and
faith in New Bngland in the 17th and 18th
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centuries. After a summary chapter about the
Puritans and their philosophy he takes up the
study of the growth of Rationalism and the
defense of Calvinistic Onhocloxy. Newlin
does not .recognize, however, the importance
of the covenant concept in Puritanism. His
study centers around Jonathan Edwards, as
any such study must. The srowth of Liberalism in the last half of the 18th century is not
developed. The documentation is meager; the
discussion itself, however, gives good evidence of a wide use of primary sources. An
account such as this ought to have had an
index. Althous h unexciting, the work will
not be without value for the student of the
Colonial Period.
CARL S. MEYER
RA'n'PARDIGHEI' OCH PRID. By Olof
Andren. Stockholm: Svenska Kyrkans Diakonistyrelses Bokforlag, 1960. 233 pases.
Paper. SW. KR. 25.
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lonss to the Christian way of life and which
stands in relation to the church
faithand a,
in Christ." A similar view, stated more
cateaorically, is propounded by Nielson.
("Clement of Rome and Moralism," Cb•reb
History, XXXI [June 1962], 131-151)
This is the kind of study of the church
fathers that is currently needed u we learn
more and more about the Judaism of the
early patristic period and attain keener insights into the varied patterns of early Christianity. There is an English summary. The
bibliography is excellent.
W. W. OBTTING

RI!UGIOUS HISTORY OP MODERN
PRA.NCB. Vol. I: Prom 1bt1 Rnol•lio,s 10
1ht1 Third Rtlfl11blic; xi & 362 pages. VoL
II: U11dor th• Third R•p11blic; xiv & 467
pages. By Adrien Dansette. Translated
and abridged from the French by John
Dingle. New York: Herder and Herder,
1961. Cloth. $16.S0.

This is a study of the First Clement emphasizing the concept of "rishteousncss." The
author attempts to relate this to the situation
From 1789 to 1930 the French Revoluprovoking the letter as well as the more tion, Napoleon, the Bourbons, Napoleon m,
general theological concerns of the early the Republicans, and the first World War
church. He feels that the view of Sanders came close a, Roman Catholicism in Prance.
(L'bt1//6nismt1 do 111i111 Climt1111 dt1 Romt1 t1I It is almost exclusively with Roman Ca111 f}ll11linismt1, 194 3), who claims that Clem- tholicism thar this R•liKiollS Hislor, of
ent reflects the theolosical position of Paul, Mod-,,. Prne• is concerned. Even so. the
and the view of Torrance (Tb• Do,,,;,,,, of 830 pases are shorter than the original
Gr11et1 ;,. 1bt1 lfposlolic F.tbws, 1948) that French. Noc: documented,
work
the
ii neverClement represents a compromise of the theless based on an intimate study of priPauline insight are both tenable. Disagreeing mary sources. Favorable a, Roman Catholiwith Baur's assertion (D111 Cbristt1111b11m ""' cism, it is nevertheless aitical and honest
,;,, cbris1li,bt1t1rsln
Kireb• tlor drn
]11br- enough to win a considerable, althouah not
b11""wlt1, 1860) that Clement's letter reflects unreserved, commendation from a ·Lutheran
the Roman synthesis of the views of Peter reviewer. Sweeping in many of ics genenlizaand Paul, he asserts that "righte0usness is not tions, it is nevertheless filled with iorirn•te
details which only a long ■cquaiocaoce with
a consistent concept in Clement's lecter." underlie,covenant
Sugestina
that
concept
the vast liter■ture of the 6e1d could gift.
the
all that Clement write,, including hil American Roman Catholic liberalism, for a:with the
thar
coacepr of righteousness, Andren note1 that ample, ii appraised conclusion
Clement an speak of r.ighteousnc:a in Paul's there were •nro Americanisms.• Relations
between the Preach pemmenCI and the
term1 (32:4) but that the same term ii
"mentioned
u being something which be- papacy constitute a larae part of the hiltorr.
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the suussle for conuol of education is pan
of those relations. The thesis-hypothesis explanation of the papal position of churchstate relations is accepted by Dansette. The
history of the church in France has not commanded the attention of Lutherans in America
to any extent. Indirectly, however, that
history has influenced the religious history of
our counuy and needs to be known. Dansette's exposition can give that knowledge.
CARL S. MBYBll

Didache

aism

BOOK llEVIBW

necessary to
full references to all that
has been written upon a given passage." Too
often, however, Lawson passes over existing
problems without indicating to the student
that all is not clear and without any suggestion where the reader might find some discussion of issues. It is in Lawson's favor that
he stresses what the text says rather than what
might lie behind it. Too often, however,
the second influences the outcome of the
first. Can we not assume that there is more
than one solution to the method and/ or
source of quotation in Smyrneans 3? Lawson
seems to avoid the basic issues in commenting on Magnesians 8-12 and Philadelphians

A THEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL
INTRODUCTION TO THB APOSTOUC
PATHBR.S. By John Lawson. New York:
The Macmillan Co., 1961. xii and 334 5-8.
pases. Coth. $5.00.
While the author is generally reticent conLawson, professor of church history in cerning tcXtual, linguistic, and other such
he is curiously
verbose in introducing
the Candler School of Theology of Emory issues,Georgia,
states his
purpose as the conrroversial materials when contradictUniversity in
an eJfon to "introduce the study of the Apos- ing another authority, T. F. Torrance (Th11
tolic Fathers to theological students, to the Doc1rin11 of Gr11c11 in 1h11 ll.11os1olic Palht1rs,
and to the Christian reading public 1948),on the question of the Pauline theolgenerally." He gives an admirable picture of ogy of grace in the apostolic fathers. Lawson
the faith and life of the early church properly deals with this perplexing difficulty by suggesting (a) that we misunderstand Paul by
combining the history of a growing insti- history
of that institution's emphasizing Luther's "by grace 11lonr' and
tution with the
(b) that Paul is not indicative of New Testatheology.
Notably successful are his discussion of ment thought in general. Perhaps it ought to
early views of the ministry in his comments be empasized in greater detail that Paul was
on
2, his discussion of church orders certainly not normative for, and possibly not
and the theology of grace in introducing known in detail by, some of these early
Ignatius, and his digressions into the relation- fathers. It is most important not only to
read the fathers in their explicit conrext but
ship of early Christian
developing
thought to
along with the influence of pasan- also, as H. Wolfson suggests (Philo, 1947),
isms ( ? ) on formulations concerning the to be conscious of their implicit assumptions.
soul in connection with Diognems 3 and It must be noted that Lawson betrays his
4. Since Lawson does not repioduce the text own non-Luthersn understanding of Paul's
of the apostolic fathers, the student who divine monergism of grace especially in his
comes to the fathers on his own for the first comments on Didache 6.
Certainly some of Lawson's interpretations
time at the hand of Lawson's chapter-bychapter commentary should be warned that must at least be questioned. In commenting
he will need to have a copy of the text handy, on I Cement 20 he does not expose the
since otherwise the comments will sometimes basic srrucmre of Cement's argument from
divine order u revealed both in the Old Tesbe unintelligible.
This reviewer will grant that it is not tament
"giveand cosmically. To uy that Israel is
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pictured "as the precursor of the Church"
misses the point. Can the inference be
drawn from Didache 8 that the author does
not desire Jewish prayers to be used in Christian devotions since the structure of the
prayers in other chapters of the document
tends to belie this? We question similar inferences concerning fasting in Didache 8.
Lawson certainly assumes too much concerning the early Christian attitude toward slavery
in commenting on Didache 4. It ought not
be suggested that, simply because the Christian attitude toward their fellowman deStro)•ed the underpinnings of an ancient institution, Christians would have destroyed the
institution itself '"if society had been ready."
This cannot be documented. We do not feel
his '"fourth hypothesis"' (again in opposition
to Torrance) in connection with an obvious
difficult)• in Didache 10 is tenable. To import the d.iscip/i11a aretmi into this early
period is hardly justified by the evidence.
While certainly few will quarrel with the
presence of the secret disciple in Cyril's rime,
the material from Cyril is roo late to be of
"significant support."
The bulk of the preceding criticisms deals
with the Didache. This reviewer feels that
the treatment of this document is the weakest
part of the book. Ir should be stated that it
is not representative of the rest of the
volume.
Certainly this type of book is needed.
Anyone interested in the so/11 Smp111r• principle must certainly be interested in the
church in the midst of which the New Testament as such came into being. The Apostolic
fathers give w deepened insight into the
ever-changing situations that Christians confront and how these confrontations chanse
their concerns and even their thenlogical
formulations. Lawson makes it clear that
history and theology go hand in hand. This
reviewer does not mean in any way to score
the first edition of this book when be smtes
that he awaits the second edition. It is a
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book that will be used because it fills an
important gap. As it is used it ought to
WALTl!ll W. OETTING
grow.
THOMAS CRANMBR. By Jasper Ridley.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1962.
450 pages. Cloth. $5.60.
The claim that Ridley's
is "the
most comprehensive biography of Cranmer
which has yet been published" must be allowed to stand. The long, detailed eumination of events, particularly of many conuoversial questions, the eflom to correct previous biographers, and even the prestige of
the press which has published this work demand that it be taken seriously. The author
lists 12 pages of primary sources, including
unpublished manuscripts (additional derails
of these, p. 412, would have been welcome);
8 pages of secondary authorities complete his
bibliography; the introduction, "Cranmer and
His Biographers," is excellent and esaablishes
the author's acquaintance with previous accounts. The author, however, does not list
H. E. Jacobs, Doernfeld ( the latter, perhaps,
because it is roo recent), or A. G. Dickens.
The footnotes in most instances give ample
documentation.
Ridley interprets
actions
the
of Cranmer
on the basis of Cranmer's subscription to
royal absolutism. Essentially this interpret&•
tion is correct. Cranmer cannot be understood without a readiness to see in him an
advocate of obedience to princes, with a
hatred of insurrection and rebellion. It is not
correct, however, to say: 'There was hardly
a passage in these sacred writings which
Cranmer and his colleapes were not prepared to pervert for the greater glory of
King Henry" (p. 122). A,pin, to say that
Cranmer "placed his devotion to his King
before even his devotion to Saiprure" (p.
129) is going be,ond the evidence.
Ridley does not place Cranmer in the
White Hone Inn among those in Cambridge
who gathered to srudy Luther's writings in

c,,,,,,,,.,
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the 1520L He docs admit Scriptures
that Cranmer his dealinp with the Princess Elizabeth, the
studied the
while at the univer- persistence of Lollardy in England, the en•
sity, but finds that it was Cranmer's Nurem- closure movement, and Cranmer's Christian
berg stay that gave him his knowledge of humanism are among the topics which Ridley
Lutheranism. By that time Cranmer was 40; disregards. Iu many instances his accounts
during the previous 1 S years Luther's books seem
Cambridge.
to be only
Ridley
an effort
givesat accounting for
were
known in
no the actions of Cranmer in a given period or
indication
that Cranmer used
the Aupburg in connection with an episode. This kind of
Confession in formulating the Porty-Two treatment makes the book rich in details
Articles. But then Ridley overlooked other about Cranmer; it does not wholly make
Cranmer the leading figure of his age that
important bits of evidence.
CARL S. MBYllll
Ridley's understanding of Lutheranism is he was.
not satisfactory. He refers to "consubstantia"Lutheran doctrine
UBBER DEN GLll.UBl!NSIVl!CHSI!.L IN
of the Euchation" as the
Dl!R Gl!SCHICHTB. Dl!S CHRISTI!.Nrist" (p. 1 71). His use of the term "ZwingTUMS. By Kurt Aland. Berlin: Verlag
lian" is doubtful (e.g., pp. 28S, 288, 332);
Alfred Toepelmann, 1961. 147 pll8CS.
the Consnu11s Tig1m,s11s had been signed in
Paper. DM 12.00.
1S49.
After ranging over the wide sweep of the
Ridley's contention that Nicholas Ridley
history of the Christian Church to examine
had "converted" Cranmer to his view of the
the motives which led individuals to accept
Lard's Supper in 1546 (p. 252) demands
Christianity or to change from Roman Caserious consideration. The proof is not contholicism to the evangelical religion and
vincing. however, since the Clll•r:bimJ of vice versa, the author concludes that the in1548 and the Pirsl Boal, of Commos P,-,n
ner strength of a church is reflected in the
still tausht the Real Presence.
conversions to her. Conversions to Roman
Cranmer's integrity cannot be challenged Catholicism he finds a call to repentance
with bald assertions (p. 245; p. 294). (B#s:m,I) for Protestant churches. EvanDoubtful interpretations, for example, call- gelical religion [this includes Lutheranism]
ing Barnes an atremist (p. 173), need cor- must remain the heir of the Reformation
"prob- and
rection. Too many "most likely's"
and in the suensth of Reformation theology,
show the write.r's readiness to make with the full message of the Gospel and in
conjectures. When be speaks of the l,ulil11- the power and might of the Gospel, in works
mn, of • Cbrisli41t Mn as a "lucid statement of love and sacrifices for the neighbor, must
retam
of Hemician Christianity" on one paae pin converts and
her own
(p. 121) and then points out on the nen
An analysis of the converts to Christianity
page that Henry decided not to issue the book
in the first centuries, with a close examinain his own name, the meaning of a doubtful tion of the role of the Apologetes, demonlabel becomes even more doubtful
strates to him that the early Christians won
The account of Cranmer's recantations is, over papm because of their godly lives,
in the main, valid, although the idea that which attracted the pagans and brought bearing
Cranmer made up his mind which his final them under the
of the Gospel Conspeech would be only because of Cox's ref. versions such as those of Constantine the
erence to More and Fisher is more than Great or Clodwig or Frederick the Wise
doubtful.
were not for political reasons but from genCranmer's ielations with Matthew Parm, uine convictloDL Luther, Calvin, Zwingli
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were drawn by the Gospel. Pietism kept
many from defecting to Roman Catholicism.
Biopaphical sketches of recent converts
many
to
that
of
Roman Catholicism reveal
them went over to Rome because of the insecurity they felt ( the main reason
among
Kl!l!.
four cate,garies). An
of the German
statistics for conversions within recent times
shows fluctuations; it must be admitted that
many church members in Germany are only
nominal members.
The historical survey deals with a topic of
prime concern to pastors. Aland has made
bis study functional history.

121

Qumran or Nag Hammadi discoveries, or
from others that
. •.::. may yet occur?" (P. 135)

MAllnN H. SCHARLBMANN •

DAVID BR.AINl!RD: BBLOYl!D YANanalysis By David Wynbeek. Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmaos Publishing Co.,
1961. 256 pages. Ooth. $3.75.
David Brainerd (April 20, 1718 to October 9, 1747) was only 29 years of age
when he died. By influencing men like Carey
and Martyn, he gave a great impetUs to missions, as William Warren Sweet reminds us.
Brainerd's own work among the Indians did
not result in the conversion of many of them,
CARLS. MBYBR
but bis zeal for missioos as reflected in bis
THB NBW TBSTAAfBNT IN CURRl!NT journals and diaries, which Jonathan Edward■
STUDY. By Reginald H. Fuller. New edited and published soon after Brainerd'•
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1962. vii death, has continued bis fame until this day.
and 147 pages, with indicS!5. Cloth. $2.95. Brainerd's work followed in the wake of the
This book consists of lectures delivered to Great Awakening. His missionary methods
cler8}'1Den of the Protestant Episcopal Church borrowed the techniques of the revival; he
at the School of the Prophets, San Francisco, looked for sudden conversions among the
in June 1960. That is to say, we have here Indians. One day, therefore, ltoOd out. Aug.
a series of papers prepared for parish priests 8, 1745, the conversions among the Croawho took time to participate in what we weeksung Indians of New Jersey, of whom
misht call an institute experience. It is the 25 were baptized OD Aus- 25. It must be
kind of book that is of special help and in- noted that frequent references to bis celebraterest to those who work professionally in tion and partaking of Holy Communion
the field of New Testament studies, a volume show that Brainerd had a hish reprd for the
advertising
designed to bring the reader up to date on sacraments.
Wynbeek, the
the 1pecial problems that are being discussed
manager of
in contemporary theological inquiries into Eerdmans, follows the journals and diaria
the meaning of the New Testament. Fuller of Brainerd closely and QuotCI them codeals with the New Testament and myth- piously. The 1tory he tell■ therefore is one
ology, the new quest of the historical ]CIUS, ofstudies,
matters,
travel■ synoptic
and ■ickness
and ■ermODL Little
present-day Pauline
mention is made of Jermha Edwards, althe Lucan writings, and the Johannine prob- thoush he does tellthat
us once Brainerd
preached
lem. In a final section, devoted to prognosis,
to "Hish German" settlers
Penn- in
the author indulscs in the art of prediction, ■ylvania, probably Lutherans. With all that.
fully awue of the fact, however, that no one the 1torY as told by Wynbeek hold■ the incan know ahead of time when a creative terest of the .reader. The tubercular, re■dea
work IUCh as Barth'• Ro"""" may appear to emissary to the Indians prayed much and
cbaose the whole course of theological en- preached much and burned himself out ~
deavor. "And who knows," Puller asks, Christ in a ministry of five yeus.
CARL S. MBYn
"what new knowledae may emerge from the
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M""" Afonl•ssori: Hn Lil• •nil Wori. By
Cleveland: New
American Library of World Literature, c.
i962. xx and 382 pages plus 8 pases of
plates. Paper. 95 cents. Quaker-born and
Cambridge-bred Standing, a convert to
Roman Catholicism at 36, worked in close
collaboration with '4 DollMtJss• for 3 decades
and wrote this systematic presentation of her
principles and practice at her sussestion. His
book first came out in 19S7 and is here
reprinted without alteration except for the
addition of a 5-page introduction by Queens
College's John J. McDermott. Pastors, boards
of parish education, teachers, and concerned
. parenu will be grateful for this inexpensive
edition of an uncommonly interestins ac.count of the life and work of an uncommonly imasinative and dedicated woman
educator, the impact of whose theories will
~ntinuc to influence child uainins for years
to come.
Th• Rfflllissane•. By Wallace K. Ferguson,
"Robert S. Lopez, George Sarton, Roland H.
Bainton, Leicester Bradner, and Erwin Panofsky. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1962.
•184 pases. Paper. $1.65. This reprint reproduces the orisinal edition of 1953. The
excellent illustrations have been retained.
The Gills of Chris1m111. By Rachel Hartman. Manhusct, N. Y.: Channel Press, c.
1962. 123 pases. Ooth. $2.00. A gaily
illustrated gift book about Christmas customs by an usisrant executive editor of the
Christi.,, Her111". Pnsonali11:
Ps1ehoan11l,sis nil
A D'1"11mi, Th•M'J of Normal Personalil'J. By Joseph Nuttin; translated from the French by
George Lamb.
edition.
3d
New York: New
American Library of World Literature, c.
1962. :rvi and 332 pases. Paper. 7S cenu.
This useful work by a priest-psychologist of
the University of Louvain isevaluation
a sympathetic
a
aitical
of psydiscussion and
c:boanalyais from the Roman Catholic point
of view. The third edition-huedthe
onFeast
the
new French edition of 1962-exhibits only
the
limited differences from the second edition
of 1955. The bibliographical references
B. Monimer Sranding.

have been brought up to date; six pages on
the personality and work of Sismund Freud
have been added with a view to helpins the
reader understand better the mental orientation of the father of psychoanalysis; and
a new 5-pase section on the principal new
ideas which came to lisht in the works of
Freud's last period (between 1920 and
1939), notably on the role of the elJO in
the structure and functionins of psychic life
and in psychotherapeutic method, relates
these developments to the whole Freudian
edifice.
Th• Bibi• anll lhc LilNrl'J (Bible cl LilNr•
gi•). By Jean Danielou. Notre Dame, Ind.:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1961. x and
3 72 pages. Cloth. S6.00. This is the second
and unaltered printing of a work by a distinguished Jesuit patrologist which came out
in French in 1951 and in English translation
in 1956. Roman Catholic theology defines
the sacraments as "efficacious signs." Contemporary theologians in his denomination
arc almost exclusively preoccupied with the
first term in this description, efficacy, Daniclou laments. In this book, as in most of his
other works, he returns to the earlier sources,
the Saaed Scriptures and the Fathers, for the
materials by which the stress can once more
be placed on the second term, the "significance of the saaamental rites, and more
generally, that of Christian worship" (p. 3 ).
Six of bis chapters have to do with the sacrament of initiation ( the preparation; the
rite; the imposition of the sign of the holy
cross as sphragis; Creation, the Flood, the
crossing of the Red Sea, and the Jordan as
types of Baptism), one with chrismation, two
with the Eucharist, four with general Biblical types of the saaaments ( the Easter
Lamb, Palm 23, the Sons of Sonss, the
New Testament type1), six with the calendar
( the Sabbath, the Lord's Day, the Bigbth
Day, Easter, the Ascension, Pentecost, and
of Tabcmacles). Equally conversant with the fathers of the first centuries and
Biblical theoloBY of the 20th, Da~lou
is bound to give the disaiminatins reader,
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be he exegete, limrgiologist, church historian,
or pracricing parish pastor, something to
think about.
Seleetetl Bssa.ys. By Abad Ha-'Am [Asher
Ginzberg]; translated from the Hebrew and
edited by Leon Simon. Cleveland: The
World Publishing Company, c. 1962. 348
pages. $1.75. Ginzberg, who wrote under
the no11i tle fl/N1ns of ""One of the People"" and
who died at 71 in 1927, was in his time one
of the doughtiest foes of political Zionism
of the Herzlian type and one of the most
distinguished advocates of cultural and spiritual Zionism. In 1912, his disciple, friend,
and later biographer, Sir Leon Simon, seleeted and translated 17 of Ginzberg's essays
out of the period 1890-1904 from the 3volume edition published in the latter year
under the tide 'Al flarashath tl
e ,alt:im (Al 1h11
Par1ing of tho Ways) and printed them with
an introductory memoir in which he gave
a systematic account of Ginzberg's thought.
Sir Leon's collecrion has worn well; the present paperback reprint, put out under the auspices of the Jewish Publication Society of
America, is the third reissue of the 1912
edition, which it reproduces with only minor
correcrions. Ginzberg's thesis- illustrated
in almost all of the essays - rejecrs both
the ""Essene" and the "Sadduceean" solutions
of the Jewish problem - the former the
"mission" theory that expects the spirit to live
without the body, the latter the political
Zionist solution which "would have the national existence at all costs, without rep.rd
to the spirit which it might express" (p. 39).
For Ginzberg the only possible way was the
"Pharisaic" solution, "the revival of the Hebrew spirit through the aeation of a a,naete Jewish life in Palestine." (P. 40.)
C"'1siu ;,. Logie: Rellllir,gs ;,. Bpis1111110Th11ory of K,io111ktlg11 •11tl DW.aiu.
Edited by Dagobert D. Runes. New York:
Philosophical Library, 1962. :av and 818
pages. Cloth. $10.00. Runes, apparently an
incurable anthologist, purposes in this florilegium, p.rnered from the works of 63
philosophers, to
thesis
illustrate
that the
"man's thinking processes are universal in
time and space" ( p. vi). His exhibits ranse
alphabetically (the way be bu arransed
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them) from Peter Abelard to James Zabarella and chronologically from Parmenides
to Rudolph Carnap. Geographically be restricts himself to the philosophic traditions
that have united in the contemporary Western World; apart from al-Farabi, no philosopher cast of Greece is invited to speak.
Each sclc-ction is prefaced by a brief biobibliographical note. Despite the haphazard association of items ( even a cross-index might
have helped), the philosophically inclined
reader is likely to find this an interesting
refresher course.
Th11 Gisi of Swedenborg. Edited by Julian K. Smyth and William F. Wunsch. New
York: Swedenborg Foundation [1962]. vii
and 110 pages. Cloth. 7 S cents. This work
was first published in 1920 and is here reprinted without alteration. Wunscb's 3-page
memoir of Emanuel Swedenborg's life is
followed by excerpts from the standard editions of English translations of Swedenborg's
works, under the headings: "Goel the lord";
"M:in"; 'The Warfare of Regeneration";
"Marriage"; 'The Saaed Saiptures"; ''The
Life of Charity and Faith"; ''The Divine
Providence"; "Death and the Resurrection";
'The First Three States After Death";
"Heaven"; "Hell"; "Communication with the
Spiritual World"; ''The Church"; and "Memorable Sayings." Except for the final chapter, the references are documented. The
book is a useful a,mpcnd of the New
Church's understanding of the mind and
intentions of iu founder.
P,11gmenls of • P11i1h Porgollffl. By G. R..
S. Mead. New Hyde Park, N. Y.: University
Books, 1960. !xviii and 633 pages. Cloth.
$10.00. This is a reprint with a new inuoduction by Kenneth Rexrotb of the classic
study of Gnosticism first published by G. R..
S. Mead in 1900. Mead's original purpose
was to somehow uncover the universal prin:
ciples which are true of all religions 10 that
the world's religions might find their common basis again during the a,urse of the
20th century. Gnosticism, according to the
author, is a perfeet example of how ortboclox
teachers destroy any system which uses different words and images from those which
they have adjudged to be proper to the sub-
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ject. The first 116 pases present valuable
background material on the philosophical
principles which eventually merged in the
various Gnostic systems. The major portion
of the book is a valuable reconstruction of
10me 28 Gnostic systems, for which the
author used fragments found in Christian
foes of Gnosticism. The final portion consists of descriptive fragments from surviving
documents penned by Gnostics. This section,
of course, has been outdated by the Nag
Hammadi discoveries. Even after 60 years,
the book remains a valuable inuoduction to
the fantastic maze known as Gnosticism. At
the same time the importance of Gnosticism
for the study of the beginnings of Christianity is today realized far more fully than it
was 60 years ago.
Af.tmners ,11,tl C1111oms of Bibi. Lllntls. By
Fred H. Wight. Chicago: Moody Press,
1953. 336 pages. Cloth. $4.00. This book
is an example of good armchair scholarship.
The author has read extensively in the literature on the subject, concentrating especially
on the older and no longer available works.
He uses his material to illustrate specific
Bible verses. The book will serve as a good
manual for Sunday school teaehers.
. Th• Origi,,s of Chris1umi11. By Frederick
Comwallis Conybeare. New York: University Books, 1958. m and 382 pages. Cloth.
$6.00. This is a reprint of Conybeare's classic
work: which appeared originally under the
title Mt,gie, M11h llfUl Mor•ls: A S111tl1 of
Chrisli,m Origins. The first edition· appeared
in 1909. Joel Carmicheal's new introduction states that it is today more impossible
than ever to know the historical Jesus or the
Christ of faith. Sober New Testament scholarship does not agree with this judpient.
silltl,,,.: Tb. Tr•tlilionM
Boole Pr.,•
for
Std,b.11, ,nuJ
Edited and translated
David by
De Sola Pool New Hyde Park:,
New York:: University Books, 1960. xvii
and 829 pages. Cloth. $17.50. This is a
beautiful reproduction of Siddur with Eoslish and Hebrew teXt on facins pages. Brief
liturgical directions are included. No student of Judaism ought to pass judgment
upon this religion until he has spent a grear:
clea1 of time with this book:.

Th• P.,.nni•l Philosoph:,. By Aldous
Huxley. Cleveland: The World Publishins
Company, 1962. viii and 312 pages. Paper.
$1.55. It is not Huxley the author of mordant satires on England's between-the-wars
disillusionized cssheads and social leaders
that speaks in the present work, which first
came out in 1944 between Tim• Mt11I H11t1•
• Stop and /JfJ• .,,,l Bsse11ce, but Huxley the
mystic. Taking as a title a term that Leibniz
invented, Huxley assembles in 27 chapters
what he calls an anthology with explanatory
comments of passages dmwn from the Shruti
and Smriti of many times and places. (ShrNli
in India are inspired writings that are their
own authority, as being the product of immediate insight into ultimate Reality; smrili
are writings based on the shruli and deriving
their authority from them.) Passages from
the Sacred Scriptures are almost wholly excluded; instead the Christian tradition is represented by its mystia, on the ground that
their words are less well known than the
words of the Bible and therefore more vivid
and more audible.
Th• N11111r• •ntl P,irpos• of 1ht1 Gospt1ls.
By R. V. G. Tasker. Revised Edition. Richmond, VL: John Knox Press, 1962. 112
pages. Paper. $1.50. This work, designed
for lay teachers of religion in secondary
schools, first came out in 1944. This 9th
impression offers no changes over previous
printings beyond an updated "select bibliography" and the addition of a few notes in
which Tasker notes changes in his own aitical judgment ( for instance, his increased
willingness to allow "for the possibility that
10me of the incidents recorded only by Matthew are genuine historical traditions,"
p. 46) or calls attention to important recent
researches of other scholars (for enmple,
the works of Dodd, Barrett, R. H. Lightfoot,
and Guilding on the Fourth Gospel).
Lisls of W ortls Oce,,,ri,,g Pnf/llHlh ;.
In Coplie Nftll T•s""1lffll (S•billie DW.a).
By Bruce M. Metzger. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1962 [c. 1961). 24 pages. Paper. 75 cents.
The Scriptures were translated into Sahidic,
the Coptic dialect of the southemmost part of
Egypt, the area where Greek: influence was
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least and the need of a vernacular version
u early as the third and
possibly

American edition of 1924. The story of
Simplicissimus is- malgre the historians of
even
the end of the second century of our German literature - a rousing tale that
era. The large number of papyri discovered makes for good reading almost anywhere
in recent years makes possible the reconstrue- that it is opened, and 20th-century readers
tion of an almost complete New Testament; are not likely to repeat the mistake of the
Sahidic is accordingly on important tool for early 19th-century Romanticists, who took
the New Testament textual critic. On the it seriously u history and let it contribute
basis of Vol. II of Wilmer's great Coneortl- significantly to wha.t Ergang called the myth
""" d11 No1111aa11 Tas/1111,n11 sahidiq11a Metz- of the all-destructive fury of the Thirry Years'
ger here classifies by frequency of occurrence War. Apart from the romance's value as
643 Coptic vocables (u distinguished from a story The lf.dvffllMro11s Simplieissim,u is
Greek loanwords) used often in the Sahidic on impormnt commentary on the manners of
New Testament. New Testament students the times.
will be properly grateful to him.
The Problem of Pttin. By Oive Staples
11.rislotla: Ptmdama111als of 1h11 History of LewiL New York: The Macmillan Company, pages.
Paper. 95 centL A paperHis rD111111
lopma l nl (lf.ris10111 11s, Gnmdl11g1111g 1962. 160
hla sa
ai11
i1111 1!111wiekl,mg). By back reissue of a penetrating, provocative,
Werner Jaeger; translated by Richard Robin- :ind much-discussed essay of 1940 by one
son. New York: Oxford Universiry Press, of England's most influential lay theologians.
1962. 475 p:,.geL Paper. $1.85. Jaeger is
The Bible 1111d 1h11 Commo,s RMMr, By
perhaps best known for his Paid11i11. In his Mary Ellen Chase. Revised edition. New
lf.ris1oll11 we have on earlier work from the York: The Macmillan Company, 1962. 381
years immediately ofter World War I, de- pageL Pa.per. $1.45. Smith College's now
livered originally as lectures in the univer- retired teacher-novelist Chase published the
sities of Kiel and Berlin. The 1934 English first edition of this book in 1944. The prestranslation, here reissued u a paperback. ent edition differs from the first chiefly in
expands and corrects the original German the addition of a chapter on the meaning of
edition of 1923. Jaeger treats Aristotle in prophecy, a 14-page section on the Old Testterms of his mental development u he moved ament apocrypha, chronological charts of
from Macedonia to Athens rather than sys- Old Testament literature and ancient d'riliand about a dozen new titlesthe
in
tematically. There is zations,
a strong philological
Miss Chase is an admirable
bibliography.
emphasis, especially in illustrating the recritic of English literature, and the King
lationship of Aristotle to Plato.
James Version, to which she is 10 devoted,
The lf.d11anl11ro111 Simplieissim11s (Dn is a legitimate object of literarY criticism;
11bm111iit1rlieb, Simplieissim11s Tnlseh). By she might have been better adYisecl if she
Hans Jacob Christoffer von Grimmelshausen; had stopped with this.
translated by Alfred Thomas Scrope Good1.Allws ,md P11p11rs fro• Prinn, (W'illffrick. Lincoln, Nebr.: Universiry of Nebruka sltlflll ,,,,,J Brg,bng- Brief• ntl A.•/uidlPress, 1962. xxxiii and 398 pages. Paper. nng.,. 11111 thr H11/I). By Dietrich Boahoef$1.95. It is good to have the great German fer; edited by Eberhard Beth&e; translated by
romance of the Thirry Years' War in print Reginald H. Fuller. New York: The Macspin. The present printing reproduces the millan Company, 1962. 254 pqa. Paper.
edition of Goodrick's 10mewhat archaistic $1.45. In 1953 this work. datinecl to haft
and almost wholly unexpurgated translation a quite extra0rdinary vogue especially .in the
put out by Heinemann in London in 1912, United States, was published between hard
for
GOil ( see this journal,
plus a somewhat contrived new prefacie by covers u Pnso,,n
Eric Bentley that seeks to give the story a XXVI (1955}, 238). The present edition
specious timeliness and a h.istorico-literarY is an uoaltaed paperback reissue of the earsmdy by William Rose from the English- lier edition.
grca1e5t,
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A u:,m•n's G11ul1110 Pro111sl•nl Th11oloi,. will incorporate the results of the research
By William Hordern. New York: The Mac- carried on during the past half century,"
millan Company, 1962. 222 pages. Paper. writes Jaroslav
when Pelikan, Jr., in his 3-page
$1.45. In 1955,
this work was first preface to this reissue of Congregationalist
published, it wu one of the best surveys in McGiHen's work of 1911 (unaltered except
Eoslish of ProteSWlt theological thought for the addition of a 15-item bibliography
in the first half of the 20th century ( sec this of other tides in this area published between
journal XXVI [1955], 622). Although the 1939 and 1961), "McGiffert's Prolastnl
march of theological events has dated some Tho11gh1 B11/ora Knl will continue to do
what he intended it to do: 'to make the genof ia observations. it is still useful.
Thll Nllfll T11sltlmnl: A Priw111 Tr•nsl,,- eral course of development plain.' This it
lion in 1h11 umg11•g11 of 1h11 P11opl11. By still does, and better than any other book
Charles B. WilliamL Chicago: Moody Press. in English." It also underlines the urgent
n. d. 575 pages. Paper. $1.49. Williams. necessity of a new history of Protestant a University of Chicago Ph.D., wu a con- and Lutheran - thought since the ReformalCiously conservative professor of Greek at tion.
Union University, Jackson, Tenn., when he
Th11 R11/o,,,,•tion of 1h11 16th C11n111r, in
first published this version of the New TestaGreeklls R11l,,1io,s lo Modem Tho11gh1 ntl K,sowment
The
text which un- Wg,. By Charles Beard. Ann Arbor, Mich.:
1937.in
derlies it is that of Wesa:ott and HorL The The University of Michigan Press, c. 1962.
generously annotated ttanSlation is deliber- :ax and 450 pages. Paper. $2.95, This
ately idiomatic rather than literal ("'It is the paperback rescues from a generation of obthougha of our New Testament, not its livion
translate,"
thatHibbert
we have tried
lectures delivered in
the
to
1883, the quadricentenary year of Luther's
single words,
Williams says in his Foreword.) Williams birth, by Charles Beard ( 1827-88), a Britwu greatly concerned about "bringing out ish Unitarian parson and II fierce admirer of
the rcvcaling tense distinctions in the Greek Desiderius Erasmus, who had received part
verbs''; this bu evoked both praise and aiti- of his education at the University of Berlin.
cism (for "overttanSlating"). In 1949 the Included in this reissue is the laudatory inMoody Press acquired the copyri&ht to Wil- troduction by Ernest Barker (who ranked
liams' translation and republished it; the it with Maine's Ant:inl uw and Bryce's
present printing is a paperback reissue of that Holy Ro1n11,s Bmpi,11), prefixed to the reedition. Whiletheone cannot expect
ordi- printing of 1927, and a foreword by Columnary paperback to be u well bound u a bia University's political economist Joseph
hard-cover book. the paper binding of this Dorfman in appreciation of Beard and his
panicu1ar volume is unusually .flimsy.
work.
M.Jiuliotu for B.,.,.,,,,.,,. By Joseph McTh• AJ.1111111 of S.lwtio,s: A ComfJllrtdiw
Sorley. VoL I: A"1nl 10 Pnlt1«1sl. New
of Non-Christin R•ligio,,s ,m,l ChrisYork: Paulist Press, c. 1962. 207 pages. 1ilmil1. By Jean Dani~lou; translated from
Paper. 9S cents. These Bible-hued stimuli the Preach by Rosemary Sheed. New York:
ID meditation for every morning of tha liturPaulist Prea. 1962. 192 pages. Paper. 9S
gical calendar from the Pint Sunday in Ad- cents. Jesuit pattologist DanWou is one of
ftD.t through the Eve of Wbitmnday are
France's most versatile, prolific:. and provocthe work of a Paulist priest. This paperback ative Roman Catholic theologianL This
printing is a reissue of the original edition work. which first appeared in English transof 1948.
lation in 1950 under the tide Atl1111t11, is one
Prolllslllnl Tho11ghl BIi/on Knl. By Ar- of his minor works on patristic themes. but
thur Cushman McGiffert New York: Har- one on a subject - "cosmic'' revelation per and Brothen. c. 1961. xvi and 265
of arresting interest in our era of aa:elerated
missionary activity in the papn world. In
pages. Paper. $1.50. history
-Until a new
of Procestan.t tbouaht comes along. which addition to introductory ( "History and

s,-,
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Drama") and concluding ("Christ as Prophet") chapters Danielou discusses the "first

angels, and the B. V. M.; and the cosmic
mystery of the passion and the ascension of
precursors," Abraham and Melchisedek; the our Lord in terms of its missionary sisnifi"last
St. John the Baptist, thecance.
BOOKS llECEIVED
(The mention of a book in this list acknowlecfsn its receipt and does not preclude
further discussion of its contents at a later date)

Rt1ct1nl SINrli111 ;,.Philosoph1 11ntl Th11olDIIS Di/.,.,,,. tlt1r Voll:1l:ircht1: Gt1tlnli:t1n
nntl Brwiig1mgt1n. By Georg F. Vicedom. og1. By David Hugh Freeman. PhiladelMunich: Claudius Verlag, 1961. 107 pages. phia: The Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Co., c. 1962. nil and 150 pages.
Paper. DM 5.80.
101 D11/inqNnl Girls. By Leo J. Trese. Cloth. $3.7S.
Notre Dame, Ind.: Fides Publishers, c. 1962.
Why W11 Worship. By H. Grady Davis.
vii and 206 pages. Cloth. $3.95.
Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, c. 1961.
Tht1 Pape, B1111/w11111tl. By E. G. Behm. ix and 61 pages. Cloth. $ 1.00.
Milwaukee: Northwestern Publishing House,
Allllr Pr111ors Ior 1h11 Cb11rcb Y Hr. By
c. 1962. ix and 168 pages. Paper. Price not Clemens Henry Zeidler. Minneapolis: Augsgiven.
burg Publishing House, c. 1962. 200 pages.
Politics 11ntl 1h11 Crisis of 1860. Edited by Cloth. $6.50.
Norman A. Gracbner. Urbana, Ill.: UniverTh• DIIWn of Motl11r11 Ci1liliulio11: SU1tli11s
sity of Illinois Press, c. 1961. xiii and 156 ;,. Rt11111iss11nc11, R11formlllio11 """ Olhn Toppages. Cloth. $3.00.
ics Pr11111n111tl 10 Albnl H1m11; ed. Kenneth
The Ocusion11l S11r11ic11s fro111 1h11 Service A. Strand. Ann Arbor, Mich.: Ann Arbor
Book and Hymnal Tog111hor with Atltli1ionlll Publishers, c. 1962. 422 pages. Cloth. $7.50.
Ordt1rs 1111,l Offic111. Minneapolis: Augsburg
Chris1i1111 Collflst1li111 i11 1h11 Li1h1 of MotlPublishing House, c. 1962. 215 pages. ms Ps,cholog1
Liebl (Chris111Uili:t1
;. hll1
Leather. $8.50.
tkr mtHkrn. Ps,chologi11), by G. DilTht10log1 1111,l 1h11 C11r11 of SoNls: An In- lenburg Wurth, trans. H. de Jongste and
1rotl11c1io11 to P11s1orlll Th11olog1. By Frederic David H. Freeman; ed. John Murphy and
Greeves. Manhassct, N. Y.: Channel Press, Mrs. Lewis Grotenhuis. Philadelphia: The
c. 1962. x and 180 pages. Presbyterian
Cloth. $3.7S.and Reformed Publishing
Co.,
Kll1'l Bmh on Gotl: Tht1 Knowl11tlg11 of 1h11 c. 1962. xviii and 307 pages. Cloth. $4.95.
Di11ifl Bxis111nct1. By Sebastian A. Matczak.
Chris1i.,,i11 .,,,l Bllrthillllis111. By Co.rnelius
New York: St. Paul Publications, c. 1962.
Van Til. Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and
358 pages. Cloth. $5.7S.
Reformed Publishing Co., c. 1962. xill and
PtUlorlll I.il11rg1 (Lil•rgischt1s Brb11 11ntl 450 pages. Cloth. $6.95.
P1111orlllt1 Gt1gt1nU111rl). By Joseph A. JungCh•rch 11ntl Slllt1 ;,. 1h11 Nt1r11 Tt1slllt11t1111.
mann. New York: Herder and Herder, c.
By
J. Marcellus Kik. Philadel~: The
1962. 430 pages. Cloth. $6.95.
Presbyterian and Re.formed Publishing Co.,
Rtllliscat1mng 1h11 Nlll#rlll ;,. PffJltlSl/nll
c. 1962. 46 pqes. Paper. 7S cents.
By Karl Theodore Schmidt.
Th• Ch•rcht1s ntl 1h11 Stwid Uflio,, (LIi
Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House,
.,;.
rlligitl#I• 1111 U.S. S. R.), by Constantin de
c. 1962. 91 pages. Paper. $1.65.
G11mun, Rt1sis11111ct1 lo Hilln: Blhiul 11ntl Grunwald, uans. G. J. Rob.inson-Paskenky.
R11ligio111 Fll&lors. By Mary Alice Gallin. New York: The Macmillan Company, c.
Washinsmn, D. C.: The Catholic University 1961. 255 pases. Cloth. $4.00
Thll co,,.;,,1 of 1h11 Ki•Kilo•, by Herman
of America Press. c. 1961. 259 pages. Cloth.
Ridderbos, uans. H. de Jonaue; ed. Ray$4.95.
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mood 0. Zorn. Philadelphia: The Presbyterian and Reformed Publishins Co., c. 1962.
xniv and 556 pases. Cloth. $8.95.
lf1>osll• Ex1,t1ortlin11r,: If ltfo,l.,.,. Po,1,11il
of S1. P••I. By Reginald E. 0. White. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: William B. Ec:rdmans Publishing Co., c. 1962. 209 pases. Cloth.
$3.50.
If Boolt of uni Ulilh D11il, D•r,olions. By
Viaor E. Beck and Paul M. Lindberg. Phila•
dclphia: Fortress Pms, c. 1963. 197 pa,;cs.
Cloth. $3.25.
Dilllog•• for R•1mion: The Ctt1holic
Swidler. New York:
Premis•s, ed. Leonard
Herder and Herder, c. 1962. 88 pases. Paper.
$1.75.
1,1., Boll, Brolte11: If Bool, for L•nl. By
Melvin A. Hammarbcrg. Philadelphia:
Foruess Pms, c. 1963. xiv and 138 pages.
Paper. $1.75.
The M,s1mo#S Pres.,.c•: Comm11flion Snmons. By Edwin C. Munson. Philadelphia:
Foruess Press, c. 1963. xii and 112 pases.
Cloth. $2.95.
Th• R•formttlion: If RHiscor,ny of G,11c•.
By William Childs Robinson. Grand Rapids,
Mich.: William B. Eerdmam, c. 1962. xiv
and 189 pagcs. Cloth. $5.00.
TOUNWtl 1ftl11II Chnsli,n, Btl,,u,in: If
S,m1>osi11m, ed. Donald L Deffner. River
Porat, DL: Lutheran Education Association,
c. 1962. xii and 90 pages. Paper. $2.00.
Th• Ro,-1 W "1 of th• Cross. By Ray Cecil
Carw.
Ponreu
1962.
Philadelphia:
iv and 98 pagcs. Ooth. $2.00.
Th• Solllh ,,,ul Cbrislillfl
By Blhics.
Jama
Sellen. New York: Association Press, c.
1962. 192 pages. Ooth. $3.75.
Tb. Cbrislum DoelmN of IN Chllnh,
(DN
Pllilh, 1111111h•
uhr• t1011 thr KirdJ•, 110• Glal,n, n,l ..,,,,,
tl• Vou..tl,mg), by Emil Brunner, trans.
David Caims. Philadelphia: The Westminster
c. 1962. :xiv and 457 pases. Cloth.
$6.50.
Cbris1;,,,, Pllilh tlflll 1h• C,,,,,._por-,
lfru, ed. Pinley Bvenolc. New York: Abingdon Prca, c. 1962. 255 pages. Cloth. $5.00.

The Co,po,111ion 11ntl 1he Unio11. By Donald McDonald. Santa Barbara, Calif.: Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions,
c. 1962. 47 pases. Paper. Sample copy free.
The CrNslld•s: If Doc,,mnt11r1 Swrr,•1• By
James A. Brundage. Milwaukee: The Marquette University Press, c. 1962. iv and 318
pases. Cloth. Price not given.
Gl•Nb•" "" J•s11si': Die Beg•gmmg tler
Christologie mil de, mod.u,,en Bxiste11z. By
Walter Kilnneth. Hamburg: Friedrich Wit•
tig Verlag, c. 1962. 318 pases. Cloth. OM
18.00.
If History of Ch,isti1111i1y. Vol. I: Re11d.ings i11 lh• History of the E11rl1J 11,ul MeJi1111lll
Ch11rch, ed. Ray C. Petry. Englewood Cliffs,
N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., c. 1962. xii and
561 pases. Cloth. Price not given.
The People of Gotl: If St11d.y in the Doc,,;,,. of lhe Lzil1. By Alden D. Kelley.
Greenwich, Conn.: The Seabury Press, c.
1962. 128 pages. Cloth. $3.00.
Th• Ps11lm,s: If Commcntar, (Die Ps11lm•n), by Arthur Weiser, trans. Herbert Hartwell. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press,
c. 1962. 841 pases. Cloth. $9.50.
The Theoloc, of Bmil Brllffner, ed.
Charles W. Kesley. New York: The Macmillan Company, c. 1962. xiv and 395 pages.
Cloth. $7.50.
Who Goes la Coll•gei' By Ralph P. Bc:rdie, Wilbur L Layton, Theda Hagenah, and
Edward 0. Swanson. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, Press, c. 1962. viii and 56
pases. Paper. $1.50.
B.,antl R•ligio-. By Daniel Jenkins. Philadelphia: The Westminster Pras, c. 1962.
128 pases. Cloth. $2.75.
O• B•i"g lh• Ch11rch ;,. 1he W orU. By
A.
John
T. Robimon. Philadelphia: The
COfUllflltlUllio•
chrisllieh•
Westmimtcr
Pras, c. 1960. 160 pages.
Ooth. $3.50.
Phw,soph;.s of Histar,. By Grace E.
Cairns. New York: Philosophical Library,
c. 1962. :x:xiii and 496 pases. Cloth. $6.00.
Th• Tuchi,ig O/fic• in lh•
H;s,or,
Reform• Tr11tlilio•: If
of 1h• Doaorlll Miflis"7.
By Robert W. Hendenon. Philadelphia:
The Weaaninster Pras, c. 1962. viii and
277 pases. Cloth. $6.50.
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Speaks out from
a Lutheran document
through a Protestant
situation to a probl.em
of the whol.e church

The Hidden Discipline, by Dr. Martin
E. Marty, is a commentary on the
Christian life of forgiveness in the
light of Luther's Large Catechism.
It asks, "What does the Christian
life look like if I believe in the forgiveness of sins?"

To bring man back to God, Dr.
Marty stresses the hidden discipline
of forgiveness to conform man's life
to the life in God. This hidden discipline of the Christian life is bom
when the life of a person is hid with
Christ in God. Such a new life finds
111eaning through the Ten Commandments (its judge), the Creed (its formula), the Lord's Prayer (its battle
hymn), Baptism ( to give it birth),
and the Lord's Supper ( to point to
fnJfiJlment).

The Bidden Dlsdpllne is a valuable
comparative study when exploring
church doctrines, either in other books

or in adult classes,

128,..._ 5MIX8%. Clotll. $2.50
Order No. 15U1885
https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol34/iss1/13

Born
to
Live
by IISWAUI IUDS

Meditations of Power and Comfort
to Strengthen Your Faith and Give
Meaning to Your Life
In these sermon-meditations author
Riess speaks out clearly and dramatically to today's comfortable man. He
hits home time after time with some
basic questions: Are you dissatisfied
with your past life? What is this suffering you're going through? What
was it that made death so fearful?
What shall you and I say to Christ?
Why did Jesus love you? Friend, are
you happy? - and provides specific
answers for the Christian to act upon
in order to live a better life for Christ.
98 paaea. 5%X8%. Clodl. $2.N
Order No. 15U1884
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Pastoral Helps for
Sermons and Organization
:-·. ,i, ·t 11'1~ :...

[ ·f.<.'R· £t£~1llty

IN TIME
FOR
ETERNITY

YOUNG
MA.RR/ED
COUPLES
IN THE

-w.

CHURCH

.runua ••
USl'DIANN

by WAYNS IAPPIIN

These 68 sermons for the church year A resource manual for organizing and
are based on the Eisenach Epistles. maintaming an effective couples' club
They speak to today's man in the pew, in your church.
applying Christian teaching to modem· problems and concerns, afflicting
the Christian for his favorite sins, but
administering the Gospel always.

Here's a manual packed solid with
concrete ideas and specific suggestions
for the total program of a church
couples' club!

First, the author gets down to brass
Use la Time • • • For Eternity for
tacks on the function of such an orstudy, meditative reading, thought- ganization. And then he takes you,
starters, or as a sermon resource book. step by step, through the many areas
of organizational development and
352 ,.._ Cloth.
$5.95 direction.
Order No. 15U1867
These practical suggestions for plans,
programs, and service projects will
ease launching pains of a new organimtion and will inject new life into an
existing organb;ation.
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